Saviour Series Books 1&2

BOOK 1 SAVIOUR... Lauren has decided
that her marriage is over, she has had
enough of her husbands abusive and
unreasonable behaviour. After making this
decision and resigning herself to the fact
that she will now be middle aged and
single, she embarks on a girls night out and
spills her guts to her girlfriends about what
she has endured, in secret all these years.
Gabriel joins his brothers for a drink at a
local bar. Hes thirty five and very single.
Good looks and a good job mean the ladies
are generally lining up every night, which
is just the way he likes it, straight sex, no
complications. Then their worlds collide,
neither of them looking or thinking that
what they need is each other but the
chemistry is instant and overwhelming and
has the possibility to consume and destroy
them both. Despite her husbands
behaviour, Lauren is not a cheater and
refuses to get involved with Gabe until she
has moved out of her marital home and
ended her marriage once and for all but
events take a catastrophic turn and Gabe
ends up coming to her rescue, becoming
her Saviour and a relationship forms at
lightning speed. Can they overcome both
their pasts to survive the future, together?
Is the amazing, mind blowing sex enough?
Join Lauren and Gabriel on their
emotional, funny, sexy and traumatic
journey as they try to conquer the demons
from their past and build a future together.
Their story will make you laugh and it will
make you cry and sometimes do both at the
same time! This isnt a hearts and flowers
romance, it follows the story of two broken
people, trying to find a way forward
together after being let down in the worst
possible ways. Saviour approaches a
serious subject with realism, heart felt
emotion and even humour. Lauren has
issues that will drive you insane and Gabe
is lost, unsure of how to express what
exactly it is that hes feeling, making them
both behave in ways that you will find
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somewhat frustrating...
BOOK 2
RESOLUTION...
Resolution picks up
exactly where Saviour left us all hanging!
Having left an abusive marriage at 45,
Lauren can hardly believe that she has
found Gabe, a 35 year old blonde buff sex
god, their instant chemistry has convinced
him that that he wants to change his serial
shagging ways and to make what they have
found permanent, he knows that he loves
Lauren but relationships are a whole new
concept to him and he doesnt always get it
right. Lauren, still reeling from the abuse
she has suffered at the hands of her
ex-husband is not convinced that jumping
straight into another marriage is the right
thing for her, despite how much she loves
Gabe, the sex is amazing, they have no
problems there. With Gabe she is growing
in confidence and trying things in the
bedroomand everywhere else that she never
even considered during her marriage but
they have known each other for just 10
short weeks and already they have been
through enough drama to last a lifetime.
Will Lauren listen to taunts from jealous
exes and her own self-doubt; or will the
love (and lust) Lauren has found in Gabes
arms be enough for her to let go of her
painful past to build a future with Gabe.
Resolution is the conclusion of Gabe and
Laurens story, it will take you on a roller
coaster of emotions, with some steamy and
erotic sex scenes, just to keep your pulse
racing, like Saviour, some scenes are gut
wrenching, it will have you laughing,
crying and wanting to not only hug Gabe
and Lauren but also wanting to shake some
sense into them. Buckle up and enjoy the
ride. Resolution is the final book in the
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